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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in neuro-fuzzy systems indicate that the concepts of adaptive pattern recognition when used to identify appropriate control actions corresponding to clusters of patterns representing system states in dynamic nonlinear control systems, may result in innovative designs. A modular, unsupervised neural network architecture, in which fuzzy learning rules have been embedded is used for on-line identification of similar states. The architecture and control rules involved in Adaptive Fuzzy Leader Clustering (AFLC) allow this system to be incorporated in control systems for identification of system states corresponding to specific control actions. We have used this algorithm to cluster the simulation data of Tethered Satellite System (TSS) to estimate the range of delta voltages necessary to maintain the desired length and length rate of the tether. The AFLC algorithm is capable of on-line estimation of the appropriate control voltages from the corresponding length error and length rate error without a priori knowledge of their membership functions and familiarity with the behavior of the Tethered Satellite System.

I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of recent developments in nonlinear dynamical systems modeling, analytical as well as implementation difficulties still remain in many controller design problems [1]. Integration of fuzzy learning rules with neural networks may provide flexibility in designing models for these systems [2]. In supervised learning, a set of correct control actions can be learned and used to estimate other actions required in a dynamic control system whereas unsupervised learning may suggest appropriate control actions corresponding to system states forming a pattern cluster. Applications of tethers in space have demonstrated scope for control using the latter technique. Due to the elasticity and finite mass distribution of the tether, any tethered system has complex, nonlinear dynamics. As a result, control of these systems is not easily achieved. Fuzzy logic based controllers [3] have handled nonlinearities of such a system quite well with no requirement to fully understand the dynamics of the system. Normally, a fuzzy controller defines some linguistic variables and generates fuzzy membership functions and a rulebase for the controlling parameters, using some a priori information regarding the system. Instead, we have used a hybrid neural-fuzzy clustering algorithm namely, Adaptive Fuzzy Leader Clustering (AFLC) [4] to find optimal control actions. This clustering algorithm can be used for optimal clustering in many pattern recognition problems [4] as well as for examining control actions required for complex systems with nonlinear dynamics.
Cluster analysis has been a significant research area in pattern recognition for a number of years [5]-[6]. Despite significant improvements in clustering of specific data sets by incorporating fuzzy membership concepts into hard clustering [7]-[9], partitioning real and noisy data sets still poses difficulties, thus keeping this research area wide open. Integration of fuzzy clustering concepts with neural network architectures may provide further flexibility in identification of appropriate data clusters. One such attempt is presented here by using the AFLC algorithm to cluster the simulation data of the Tethered Satellite System (TSS). AFLC has an unsupervised neural network architecture developed from the concepts of ART-1 [10]-[11]; and uses the set of nonlinear equations for centroid and membership values as developed in the fuzzy C means (FCM) algorithm [12] for updating the centroid locations. AFLC learns on-line in a stable and efficient manner and adaptively clusters input discrete or analog signals into classes without a priori knowledge of the input data structure. Each resultant output cluster has a prototype which represents all the data samples in that cluster. In this paper, we apply the AFLC algorithm to effectively cluster the simulation data of the Tethered Satellite system, containing the crucial parameters for controlling the system behavior. This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief description of the AFLC system and algorithm. Section III outlines the behavior of a Tethered Satellite System and suggests a possible architecture for controlling it. Section IV presents the test results of AFLC operation on the TSS data set used. Finally, Section V addresses the potential applications of AFLC in recognition and control of complex data sets and systems respectively.

II. ADAPTIVE FUZZY LEADER CLUSTERING

A. The AFLC algorithm overview

AFLC is primarily used as a classifier of feature vectors employing an on-line learning scheme [4]. The algorithm basically consists of three procedures, recognition, comparison and updating. It involves a two-stage classification which takes place in the recognition and the comparison stages. The system is initialized with the input of the first feature vector $X_1$ and the number of clusters (C) is set to zero. Similar to leader clustering, this first input forms the prototype for the first cluster. This cluster is represented by a node in the recognition layer of the AFLC system. Connection of any such node $i$ to the input vector $X_j$ in the comparison layer is established through a set of multiplicative weights referred to as the bottom-up weights ($b_{ij}$), whose values correspond to a normalized version of the cluster prototype. Subsequent to this initialization, normal operation commences [4].

The normalized version of the next input vector is applied to the bottom-up weights of all the existing cluster nodes in a simple competitive learning scheme, or dot product. The activation level, $Y_i$, of node $i$ in the recognition layer is

$$Y_i = \sum_{j=1}^{p} X_j b_{ij}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $p$ is the dimension of the input feature vector. The recognition stage winner is the node with the maximum value of $Y$. In the specific case of the second input vector, there is only one recognition layer node which was activated by the first input. This node will win the competition.
by default, which would lead to a very disappointing performance. Additional processing, however is obtained, as in ART [11], by attempting to match the input to a top-down expectation. This takes place in the comparison stage. The Euclidean distance between the original input vector and the cluster prototype of the winner node is calculated. This value is then compared to the average distance from the centroid of all the samples belonging to that cluster. If this distance ratio $R$ is less than a user-specified threshold $\tau$, then the input is found to belong to the cluster originally activated by the recognition layer. This relation can be represented as

$$R = \frac{\|x_j - v_i\|}{\frac{1}{N_i} \sum_{k=1}^{N_i} \|x_k - v_i\|} < \tau$$

(2)

where : $j = 1, \ldots, N_i$, is the number of samples in class $i$ and $v_i$ is the centroid of class $i$. $\tau$ is called the vigilance parameter and determines the compactness within a cluster and the inter cluster separation. The choice of the value of $\tau$ is critical in some applications where unlabelled data consisting of overlapping clusters is to be classified precisely. If the comparison of the input and the cluster prototype does not satisfy the threshold requirement, a search is implemented. This is accomplished by deactivating the currently activated recognition layer neuron with the help of the reset signal and repeating the classification process. If no cluster exists which meets the distance ratio criterion, then a new node is established.

When an input is classified to belong to an existing cluster, it is necessary to update the expectation (prototype) and the bottom-up weights associated with that cluster. This is done in the last stage using the fuzzy C means formulae. The cluster prototype or centroid is recalculated as a weighted average of all the elements within the cluster. The membership values $\mu_{ij}$ of all the samples in the updated cluster with respect to the new centroid $v_i$ are calculated. Since the membership values are dependent on the centroid positions, the relocation of the centroid in the winner cluster affects the membership values of the other data samples in the remaining clusters and hence they are recalculated. Equations 3 and 4 given below are the fuzzy C means [12] equations that have been employed for updating the cluster centroid and the membership values of the data samples. It is to be noted that equation 3 updates $v_i$ only in the columns currently associated with class $i$ whereas equation 4 involves a full membership updating process. The summation in equation 3 would extend from 1 to $N$ in full FCM updating of the class prototypes. Here, $N$ is the total number of data samples and $m$ is the parameter which defines the fuzziness of the results and is normally set to be between 1.5 and 30. For the following application, $m$ was experimentally set to a value of 2.

$$v_i = \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{N_i} (\mu_{ij})^m} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (\mu_{ij})^m X_j \quad \text{for } 1 \leq i \leq C$$

(3)
The updating process is followed by a verification procedure whose function is to check if the previous classification is still valid. The location of the samples which come and join the cluster at a later stage can often cause the prototype (centroid) of the cluster to shift in a particular direction. This depends on the order in which the data is fed to the algorithm. As a result, the distance of some of the data samples from the new centroid of the cluster to which they originally belonged, will increase drastically and hence the vigilance condition might not be satisfied any more. This could result in a misclassification if these samples are found to be closer to another neighboring cluster and satisfy the vigilance condition with respect to it.

The modified AFLC avoids this problem by means of a verification procedure which tests if all the samples in the updated cluster conform to the original classification. A sample that does not satisfy the original classification condition is reclassified by minimizing a simple error function given in equation 5. This error function helps in selecting the cluster which is closest to the input sample, by minimizing the weighted sum of the squares of the distances [12]. Therefore this verification process ensures that the algorithm is immune to the order of data presentation.

\[
\mu_{ij} = \left( \frac{1}{\|X_j - v_i\|^2} \right)^{1/(m-1)} \sum_{k=1}^{C} \left( \frac{1}{\|X_j - v_k\|^2} \right)^{1/(m-1)} \quad \text{for } 1 \leq i \leq C \text{ and } 1 \leq j \leq N \tag{4}
\]

\[
J(\mu, v) = \sum_{i=1}^{C} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \|X_j - v_i\|^2 (\mu_{ij})^m \tag{5}
\]

III. CLUSTERING OF TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

A. Behavioral Characteristics of TSS

The TSS consists of a reel powered by an electric motor, satellite thrusters, and the orbiter attitude control system [15]. Evaluation of the overall control of the TSS is done by means of tether length, tether tension, longitudinal and librational oscillations as shown in Figure 1. The elasticity of tether and the gravity gradient forces acting on the satellite result in longitudinal oscillations. The motion of the tethered satellite along the velocity vector, i.e., in a line from the nose to the tail of the orbiter causes in-plane libration and that towards the starboard side of the shuttle causes out-of-plane libration. Since it is only the tether length and tether tension that can be directly measured and controlled, the in-plane and out-of-plane
libration amplitude have to be indirectly controlled through tether length and length rate maintenance.

Figure 1. Longitudinal and Librational Oscillations in a Tethered payload System [15]

B. TSS Control Parameters

The parameters that are used to control the TSS are the Length Error, the Length Rate Error and the Delta Voltage. Using these three parameters, one can design a stable system by utilizing fuzzy membership functions for such parameters. However some familiarity with the TSS and its behavior is essential to estimate appropriate values for those membership functions [15]. When the TSS simulation data is fed to the AFLC system, it classifies the data into clusters depending on the value of the vigilance parameter. The output of the AFLC system is a classification of the input data into distinct clusters. Each cluster specifies the range of the length error and length rate error for a given value of delta voltage.

This performance is analogous to that of a rulebase describing the relation between the inputs and the output in terms of some linguistic variables. Membership functions for these linguistic variables are defined in terms of its range and its belief values using some intuitive knowledge of the physical system [15]. However, in our case, no a priori knowledge is required. The system being an unsupervised network, learns on-line from the data and classifies each data vector into the appropriate class depending on its past learning. The three TSS parameters can be considered to be the state variables of the system. Input data consists of the length error, the length rate error and the corresponding delta voltage values sampled at 50 seconds intervals.

Figure 2 shows the suggested schematic for an adaptive fuzzy control system using AFLC. Here the AFLC system combined with a functional link acts as a fuzzy controller. A look-up table and an estimator can form the basis for this functional link. The output of this controller is given as input feedback to the tethered satellite simulation system and the actual output of the physical system forms the next stage input to the AFLC algorithm.
IV. TESTS AND RESULTS

The data set consists of 1765 samples obtained from the massless tether model in the Tethered Satellite System simulation. This data has been collected at intervals of 50 seconds. Each input vector consists of length error (dl), length rate error (dlr) and the corresponding delta voltage (dv). The entire data set has been classified using the AFLC algorithm. The value of \( \tau \) has been chosen to be 2.5. Figure 3 gives a table showing the classification results. It can be inferred from the table that the data set has been broadly classified into four categories. A few points that have not been classified as belonging to any of the four clusters can be treated as noise/outliers. Each cluster represents a specific range of input and output parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>SAMPLES</th>
<th>RANGE OF dl</th>
<th>RANGE OF dlr</th>
<th>RANGE OF dv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>0.19 to 1.49</td>
<td>-0.135 and 0.0 to 0.0096</td>
<td>0.315 to 0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>1.96 to 2.63</td>
<td>-0.0304 to -0.000033 and 0.0 to 0.00786</td>
<td>1.77 to 2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>2.93 to 6.07</td>
<td>-0.0088 to -0.000009 and 0.00001 to 0.0087</td>
<td>3.00 to 4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>-5.2 to -1687.1</td>
<td>-0.765 to -0.01 and 0.01 to 0.354</td>
<td>-3.59 to -7.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Adaptive Fuzzy Leader Clustering of TSS Data

The results from this table are comparable to those obtained from a rulebase, which specifies the output category for a given combination of input categories [15]. However, the
results obtained by our algorithm do not require a priori information of the system parameters. AFLC actually classifies the data structure using an on-line learning scheme. Hence this is a more realistic approach of solving the problem without requiring any intuitive knowledge of the system. Figure 4 shows a plot displaying the clusters in a two-dimensional feature space. Incorporation of these clustered delta voltages into the orbiter operations simulator (OOS) should provide smoother operational characteristics of the TS system.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4. Control Delta Voltages corresponding to length error and length rate error**

V. CONCLUSION

This neuro-fuzzy algorithm, namely AFLC ensures stable, consistent learning of the membership of the new on-line inputs without a priori knowledge of the data structure. The flexibility in the algorithm makes it possible to apply many of the concepts of AFLC operation to typical control problems.

The use of AFLC to generate dynamic control actions corresponding to system state clusters of a nonlinear dynamic system, stems from similar concepts suggested by recent works using neural network for control [1],[2],[16]. Such fusion of adaptive pattern recognition and
control actions may result in innovative designs of dynamic nonlinear control systems and deserves further investigation. Better integration of fuzzy membership function with self-organizing neural network learning rules have been achieved recently [17],[18] demonstrating the applicability of neuro-fuzzy algorithms in complex decision making processes.
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